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Summary:

Desjardins Securities Inc. (DSI), a discount electronic trading broker, liquidated a number
of trading options accounts held by Schellenberg, a sophisticated options trader, for failing to deposit
cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls. DSI claimed the shortfall of
$61,203.48. Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and three of its employees. His
damage claim exceeded $2 million for alleged breaches of duty that "resulted in the decline of the
value of his accounts and a loss of [his] life savings".

The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench dismissed the counterclaim. DSI was entitled to
judgment against Schellenberg in the amount of $61,203.48, plus costs and prejudgment interest.

Brokers - Topic 3081

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - General - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench stated that "on the basis
of my review of the authorities and the evidence given at the trial, the standard of care that
a broker is required to meet in a given situation, beyond the duty of executing instructions
and acting honestly, is a question of mixed fact and law." - See paragraph 48.

Brokers - Topic 3083

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Contractual duties - The plaintiff (DSI), a discount electronic trading
broker, liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by the defendant, a
sophisticated options trader, for failing to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to
satisfy margin calls - DSI claimed the shortfall of $61,203.48 - The defendant alleged that
DSI sold out his accounts "in a reckless and costly manner at fire sale prices" - The Manitoba
Court of Queen's Bench held that DSI was entitled to judgment in the amount of $61,203.48
plus costs and prejudgment interest - The four agreements in place were clear that if margin
calls were not satisfied, DSI had the option of selling securities in the account and applying
the proceeds to any indebtedness - Further, the defendant acknowledged that he was
responsible for any and all expenses incurred to sell the securities - Once he refused to meet
DSI's demand to deposit further funds or securities in his account, DSI was entitled to



proceed in the manner in which it did - See paragraphs 90 to 93.

Brokers - Topic 3083

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic

trading brokers) - Contractual duties - [See first Brokers - Topic 3091].

Brokers - Topic 3091

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Negligence - Standard of care - The plaintiff, Desjardins Securities Inc.
(DSI), liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by the defendant, Schellenberg,
due to his failure to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls -
DSI claimed the shortfall - Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and three of
its employees, for damages - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench summarized the
principles applicable to the duty of care owed by DSI and its employees to Schellenberg as
follows - "There is a lower standard of care imposed on the broker where the client enters
into an order-execution only account agreement and specifically where the trading service
is performed without any advice or opinion regarding the suitability of investments and the
risks associated with those investments. DSI had a duty to complete orders as directed by
Schellenberg, to give an accurate account to him respecting the trades he made, and to
provide him with accurate monthly statements. DSI had a duty to correct mistakes in
Schellenberg's accounts in a reasonable and timely manner. DSI and its employees had a duty
to supervise Schellenberg's accounts, not from the standpoint of suitability of his investments
but from the standpoint of ensuring that the minimum margin requirements were met as set
by the recognized market on which the option trades. DSI had the discretion to impose higher
rates of margin pursuant to the four agreements and industry standards, but DSI did not have
a duty of care to impose higher rates of margin in the circumstances." - See paragraphs 41
to 43, 49.

Brokers - Topic 3091

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Negligence - Standard of care - DSI, a discount electronic trading broker,
liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by Schellenberg, a sophisticated options
trader, for failing to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls -
Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and its employees for alleged breaches
of duty, including mistakes made in calculating margins - The Manitoba Court of Queen's
Bench held that Schellenberg had not established that DSI breached the terms of the four
agreements in place or the applicable standard of care owed at law - DSI was required to
impose margins, and it did so - There were some mistakes in the calculations of the margins,
but those were generally taken care of by way of manual adjustment or the computer online
system - Given the magnitude of the investments and their risky nature, Schellenberg was
gambling on the markets - DSI was within its rights to demand additional cash or securities
be deposited in Schellenberg's accounts - Schellenberg failed to establish DSI was negligent
in the manner in which it calculated margins - He also failed to establish a nexus between
the margins imposed or calculated by DSI and the alleged loss and damage he suffered - See
paragraphs 60 to 64.



Brokers - Topic 3091

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Negligence - Standard of care - DSI, a discount electronic trading broker,
liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by Schellenberg, a sophisticated options
trader, for failing to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls -
The iSM system, the industry norm at the time, calculated the margin on the Schellenberg's
online accounts - Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and its employees for
alleged breaches of duty - He alleged that DSI failed to properly offset puts and calls for the
purpose of calculating available margin - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench was not
satisfied that the manual pairing completed by DSI employees was negligently performed,
or that the offsetting calculations caused any direct loss or damage to Schellenberg - The iSM
system was not designed to calculate every combination or permutation of possible pairings
to produce maximum amount of margin in an individual's trading account - When
Schellenberg contacted DSI, its employees assisted him in manually pairing puts and calls
for the purpose of increasing his margin - This was an additional service provided to
Schellenberg and was not necessarily a contractual obligation - See paragraphs 65 to 67.

Brokers - Topic 3091

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Negligence - Standard of care - DSI, a discount electronic trading broker,
liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by Schellenberg, a sophisticated options
trader, for failing to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls -
Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and its employees for alleged breaches
of duty, including mistakes made in calculating margins - He alleged there were numerous
examples of stock splits, reverse splits and symbols which were not changed to match the
splitting or reverse splits that occurred with his holdings - This, he claimed, affected the
value of his holdings and the calculation of margin - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench
was not satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that errors were made by DSI that amounted
to a breach of the applicable standard of care - If there were errors made regarding strike
prices or symbols, those were corrected within a reasonable period of time and did not
support a finding of negligence or breach of contract by DSI or its employees - In addition,
there was insufficient evidence to establish that any errors made by DSI caused the loss and
damage claimed by Schellenberg - See paragraphs 68 to 81.

Brokers - Topic 3091

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Negligence - Standard of care - DSI, a discount electronic trading broker,
demanded that Schellenberg, a very sophisticated investor, deposit cash or securities into his
account, to bring his main account to $100,000 over and above the minimum margin
requirement - He failed to do so - DSI then took steps to liquidate his accounts - Schellenberg
alleged, given the high level of risk and the volume of his trading, DSI owed him a high
standard of service and support - He relied on the expert reports prepared by Straney as the
basis for his submission that DSI ought to have imposed an internal extra margin requirement
of $250,000 - DSI's expert disagreed and concluded that DSI's handling of Schellenberg's
account met with industry standards as regarded supervision - The Manitoba Court of



Queen's Bench agreed that the applicable standard of care regarding supervision was met -
Schellenberg made the decisions regarding his investments - He could not complain about
DSI's failing to maximize his buying power, and then hold DSI accountable for failing to
impose additional limits or higher margins on his risky trading activity when he failed to
meet the margin requirements requested by DSI - As long as DSI met the industry standards
and the standard of care, it was not responsible for losses that might have been suffered as
a result of not strictly enforcing an additional margin cushion of $250,000 - Schellenberg was
the author of his own misfortune - See paragraphs 82 to 89.

Torts - Topic 24

Negligence - Standard of care - Effect of industrial codes or standards - [See fifth Brokers

- Topic 3091].

Torts - Topic 4117

Suppliers of services - Duties of suppliers - Duty of supervision - [See first and fifth Brokers

- Topic 3091].
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Counsel:

Leonard M. French and David M. Cordingley, for the plaintiff and defendants by
counterclaim;

Dave G. Hill and Derek M. Olson, for the defendant/plaintiff by counterclaim.

This claim and counterclaim were heard before Edmond, J., of the Manitoba Court of Queen's
Bench, Winnipeg Centre, who delivered the following judgment, dated June 9, 2014.

Judgment for the plaintiff;
counterclaim dismissed.

Editor: E. Joanne Oley

Brokers - Topic 3083

Duties of broker to principal - Stockbrokers (incl. commodity brokers and discount electronic
trading brokers) - Contractual duties - The plaintiff, Desjardins Securities Inc. (DSI),
liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by the defendant, Schellenberg, due to
his failure to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy margin calls - DSI
claimed the shortfall - Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI and three of its
employees, for damages - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench summarized the principles



applicable to the duty of care owed by DSI and its employees to Schellenberg as follows -
"There is a lower standard of care imposed on the broker where the client enters into an
order-execution only account agreement and specifically where the trading service is
performed without any advice or opinion regarding the suitability of investments and the
risks associated with those investments. DSI had a duty to complete orders as directed by
Schellenberg, to give an accurate account to him respecting the trades he made, and to
provide him with accurate monthly statements. DSI had a duty to correct mistakes in
Schellenberg's accounts in a reasonable and timely manner. DSI and its employees had a duty
to supervise Schellenberg's accounts, not from the standpoint of suitability of his investments
but from the standpoint of ensuring that the minimum margin requirements were met as set
by the recognized market on which the option trades. DSI had the discretion to impose higher
rates of margin pursuant to the four agreements and industry standards, but DSI did not have
a duty of care to impose higher rates of margin in the circumstances." - See paragraphs 41
to 43, 49.

Torts - Topic 24

Negligence - Standard of care - Effect of industrial codes or standards - DSI, a discount
electronic trading broker, demanded that Schellenberg, a very sophisticated investor, deposit
cash or securities into his account, to bring his main account to $100,000 over and above the
minimum margin requirement - He failed to do so - DSI then took steps to liquidate his
accounts - Schellenberg alleged, given the high level of risk and the volume of his trading,
DSI owed him a high standard of service and support - He relied on the expert reports
prepared by Straney as the basis for his submission that DSI ought to have imposed an
internal extra margin requirement of $250,000 - DSI's expert disagreed and concluded that
DSI's handling of Schellenberg's account met with industry standards as regarded supervision
- The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench agreed that the applicable standard of care regarding
supervision was met - Schellenberg made the decisions regarding his investments - He could
not complain about DSI's failing to maximize his buying power, and then hold DSI
accountable for failing to impose additional limits or higher margins on his risky trading
activity when he failed to meet the margin requirements requested by DSI - As long as DSI
met the industry standards and the standard of care, it was not responsible for losses that
might have been suffered as a result of not strictly enforcing an additional margin cushion
of $250,000 - Schellenberg was the author of his own misfortune - See paragraphs 82 to 89.

Torts - Topic 4117

Suppliers of services - Duties of suppliers - Duty of supervision - The plaintiff, Desjardins
Securities Inc. (DSI), liquidated a number of trading options accounts held by the defendant,
Schellenberg, due to his failure to deposit cash or securities as demanded by DSI to satisfy
margin calls - DSI claimed the shortfall - Schellenberg advanced a counterclaim against DSI
and three of its employees, for damages - The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench summarized
the principles applicable to the duty of care owed by DSI and its employees to Schellenberg
as follows - "There is a lower standard of care imposed on the broker where the client enters
into an order-execution only account agreement and specifically where the trading service
is performed without any advice or opinion regarding the suitability of investments and the
risks associated with those investments. DSI had a duty to complete orders as directed by



Schellenberg, to give an accurate account to him respecting the trades he made, and to
provide him with accurate monthly statements. DSI had a duty to correct mistakes in
Schellenberg's accounts in a reasonable and timely manner. DSI and its employees had a duty
to supervise Schellenberg's accounts, not from the standpoint of suitability of his investments
but from the standpoint of ensuring that the minimum margin requirements were met as set
by the recognized market on which the option trades. DSI had the discretion to impose higher
rates of margin pursuant to the four agreements and industry standards, but DSI did not have
a duty of care to impose higher rates of margin in the circumstances." - See paragraphs 41
to 43, 49.

Torts - Topic 4117

Suppliers of services - Duties of suppliers - Duty of supervision - DSI, a discount electronic
trading broker, demanded that Schellenberg, a very sophisticated investor, deposit cash or
securities into his account, to bring his main account to $100,000 over and above the
minimum margin requirement - He failed to do so - DSI then took steps to liquidate his
accounts - Schellenberg alleged, given the high level of risk and the volume of his trading,
DSI owed him a high standard of service and support - He relied on the expert reports
prepared by Straney as the basis for his submission that DSI ought to have imposed an
internal extra margin requirement of $250,000 - DSI's expert disagreed and concluded that
DSI's handling of Schellenberg's account met with industry standards as regarded supervision
- The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench agreed that the applicable standard of care regarding
supervision was met - Schellenberg made the decisions regarding his investments - He could
not complain about DSI's failing to maximize his buying power, and then hold DSI
accountable for failing to impose additional limits or higher margins on his risky trading
activity when he failed to meet the margin requirements requested by DSI - As long as DSI
met the industry standards and the standard of care, it was not responsible for losses that
might have been suffered as a result of not strictly enforcing an additional margin cushion
of $250,000 - Schellenberg was the author of his own misfortune - See paragraphs 82 to 89.


